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There is a pressing need for higher energy density, safer batteries for electric vehicles and grid energy storage. The
current consensus is that these batteries need to be replaced with fully solid equivalents, however the discovery of
a suitable solid state electrolyte has proven troublesome. Of the promising materials, lithium garnets are popular
due to their wide electrochemical window, good ionic mobility (>0.1 mS cm-1) and compatibility with Li metal.
However, numerous issues remain relating to interfacial resistance, time consuming and energy demanding
synthesis and special handling requirements to ensure the best performing membranes. Of these challenges, little
work has been done on the effect of entropy in the cubic lithium garnet systems, for example by addition of
multiple elements on multiple sites. Such strategies have given interesting results in other areas (e.g. battery
cathodes, metal alloys) and could well enable better performing membranes by increasing the, already high,
disorder and take advantage of the numerous dopants reports which often singularly enable favourable properties
(such as increased density, higher conductivity, lower interfacial resistance). Herein we test the compositional
flexibility of the lithium garnet system with a 9 (Ga0.2Li5.75La2.5Nd0.5Nb0.65Ce0.1Zr1Ti0.25O12) and 11
(Ga0.2Li5.75La2.5Nd0.5Nb0.35Ta0.3Ce0.1Zr0.75Hf0.25Ti0.25O12) element system. Surprisingly, we did not find the limit
of the garnet system, rather it was shown that (outside of the stoichiometric weighing) these systems were easy to
synthesise, had high room temperature conductivity (0.2 mS cm-1), and high density even when processed in air.
1. Introduction

Lithium solid state batteries are considered the holy grail of energy
storage, encompassing higher energy densities and increased safety
compared with conventional battery systems [1–7]. This, therefore, is
thought to enable the ability to meet the power demands of modern
society, especially in relation to electric vehicles and effective grid energy
storage. Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are the energy storage system of
choice, however currently they have significant drawbacks relating to
electrolyte toxicity and flammability (commonly LiPF6 in
carbonate-based solvents). These electrolytes also give narrow electro-
chemical windows and lead to dendrite growth issues with Li metal an-
odes [1,2,8–10]. The electrolyte, however, remains the only component
left to be replaced with a solid counterpart, and its replacement is the
primary challenge in realising the next-generation energy storage [5,
11–13].

The replacement of the electrolyte with a solid equivalent has proved
exceptionally challenging, and of the available inorganic materials
iversity of Birmingham, Birmingh
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analysed (ranging from sulphides and oxides) most have either poor ionic
conductivity or a narrow electrochemical window. Further challenges are
also observed amongst these systems, with harder (oxide) materials
exhibiting poor solid-solid contact at the electrode/electrolyte interface,
while softer (sulphide) materials have better contact but have lower
upper voltage stability along with extreme moisture sensitivity. Solid
state electrolytes (SSE) also have complex, often non-scalable, synthesis
strategies and are commonly analysed in a pellet type form which is of
little commercial use. Hence, much work is still required.

Of the available SSEs, lithium garnets have seen high interest within
the research community. Lithium garnets offer high conductivity (>0.1
mS cm-1), a wide electrochemical window and chemical compatibility
with Li metal. However, garnets are time consuming to synthesise and
purify, need special requirements to obtain the highest performing
membranes, suffer from high interfacial resistance (a large portion of
which relates to Liþ/Hþ exchange) and have had issues transitioning to
the thin film regime [14–20]. Of late, there has no reports, to our
knowledge, of new high entropy garnets (HEG), which are designed to
am, B15 2TT, UK.
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maximise disorder and increase performance, thus opening new engi-
neering approaches to garnet battery challenges.

A typical lithium garnet is cubic with space group Ia 3 d, such as
Li5La3Nb2O12, with the exception of Li7-xGaxLa3Zr2O12 (Ga-LLZO) which
is thought to adopt I4 3 d type symmetry [21–24]. Li content needs to be
> 5 per formula unit (pfu) to form a highly conductive garnet system but
must remain <7 Li pfu to maintain the cubic structure. Those systems
with 7 li pfu, such as Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO), form the thermodynamically
stable I41/acd system which is poorly conductive due to Li ordering
reducing charge carrier mobility [21,25,26]. Therefore, most garnet re-
ports concentrate on Li contents between 6 and 6.6 pfu, with aims to
increase Li content in Li5 based systems or Li removal with Li7 systems.
This is usually seen in the form of Li5þxLa3B2-xMxO12 (B ¼ Nb, Ta, Zr, Hf,
M ¼ Pr, Ce, Ti, Ta, Nb) or Li7-xMxLa3B2O12 (M ¼ Al, Ga, Ge, B ¼ Zr, Hf)
[14,19,27–34]. Such strategies maintain the disordered Li sublattice and
hence high conductivity [21].

Cubic lithium garnet systems, especially those with high Li content,
may be considered highly entropic systems due to the Li disorder. It is,
therefore, logical to conclude that increased entropy, via multiple dopant
addition to several sites, may improve performance. In other areas, there
are reports of high entropy alloys (� 5 elements), where such strategies
can lead to materials with exceptional mechanical, magnetic, and elec-
trical properties [35–44]. Such increasingly complex solid solutions were
initially suggested to be stabilised by the entropic contribution to the
total free energy and thus overcoming the enthalpic contribution [38],
although it is now thought to be somewhat more complex [39]. The high
entropy approach has also recently been explored with high entropy
cathode materials (batteries and solid oxide fuel cells) which show
increased capacity, improved ionic transport and superior rate capability
[45–48]. This, therefore, shows the applicability of this approach to the
energy storage field which could be, perhaps, quite a harmonious strat-
egy if used with something as disordered as the cubic lithium garnets –
whereby the deliberate entropic increases could be considered energet-
ically favourable.

Hereinweapply these concepts to lithiumgarnetmaterialswith the idea
that deliberate entropic increases could enable better performing garnet
materials. This work aims to test the compositional flexibility of the garnet
systems to enable strategic exploitation of numerous favourable dopant
properties (e.g. increased density, improved conductivity) simultaneously.
We designed two garnet systems based upon the commonly reported dop-
ants elsewhere, with Zr (primary component of most garnet research), Nb
and Ta (from the first garnet electrolyte report) [49], and Ti (Li dendrite
suppression) [50]. We also encompass our prior work with Ce (increased
conductivity, lower interfacial resistance), Ga/Nd (low interfacial resis-
tance, high density) and Hf (possible increased electrochemical stability
compared to Zr) [32,51–55]. Ga was also added to promote a symmetry
alteration to the acentric I4 3 d space group, as the exceptional performance
of Ga-LLZO has been suggested to arise from the unique symmetry [24].
This, however, reducedLi content to5.75pfu (efforts to formaGa0.15 system
and so prepare a Li6.05 system were unsuccessful, see SI). The synthesised
formulas were Ga0.2Li5.75La2.5Nd0.5Nb0.65Ce0.1Zr1Ti0.25O12 (HEG1) and
Ga0.2Li5.75La2.5Nd0.5Nb0.35Ta0.3Ce0.1Zr0.75Hf0.25Ti0.25O12 (HEG2).

These materials, despite their considerable complexity, were easy to
synthesise (outside of weighing of the chemicals) and showed good
conductivity of ~0.2 mS cm-1 at room temperature, an impressive figure
for a garnet system with less than 6 Li per formula unit and shows the
dopant incorporation is favourable. This shows the tolerance of the
garnet system to considerable doping strategies beyond the common
single or co-doped route, the latter of which has already been suggested
optimal for Li garnet performance due to multiple site disorder [56].
Given the success, there are multiple possible modifications that can be
made in the future. It is hoped such strategies will open up new possi-
bilities and enable fresh approaches to the engineering challenges of solid
state batteries.
2

2. Methods

2.1. Synthesis

HEG1 and HEG2 were prepared via the solid-state route from sto-
chiometric quantities of Li2CO3, Nd2O3, La2O3, Nb2O5, Ta2O5, ZrO2,
HfO2, TiO2, CeO2 and Ga2O3 in air. A 40% mol excess of lithium was
added to compensate for lithium loss during high temperature sintering.
All powders were ball milled for 1 h with ZrO2 balls (500 rpm) with
hexane. The powder was then removed, dried and heated to 950 �C (12
h) at 5 �C min-1.
2.2. Characterisation

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a Hitachi
TM4000plus instrument. Elemental analysis was undertaken via an
AZtecOne X-stream2 energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometer. Sam-
ples were prepared by applying the powders to a carbon tape and ana-
lysed at 15 kV in backscattered electron mode. Phase analysis was
performed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker D8 diffractometer
with a Cu X-ray source, with a step size of 0.02� and a total scan time of
12h. Experimental pellet densities were determined gravimetrically and
compared to theoretical values from Rietveld refinement results (per-
formed using the GSAS II software) [57].
2.3. Impedance spectroscopy

HEG1 and HEG2 were pelletised and densified in a dry room with a
dewpoint between �45 �C and �64 �C (the elimination of humidity is
known to be beneficial for high quality samples as moisture is an issue
with Li garnet systems) [58–60]. Pellets were prepared as follows:
approx. 10 mm diameter pellets were pressed to ca. 1.5 tonnes and
heated to 1150 �C for 13 h (2 �C min�1). Sacrificial powders were used to
protect pellets from Al contamination from the Al2O3 crucible.
Post-sintering, the pellets were polished and sputtered with Au for room
temperature impedance spectroscopy measurements, which were per-
formed with a Solartron 1260 impedance analyser from 1 Hz to 10 MHz
with a 20 mV potential. All variable temperature measurements were
undertaken from 25 to 117 �C. Variable temperature measurements
required painting the pellet with Au electrodes and attaching of Au wires.
The pellet was then heated (in air) to 800 �C (1h) to cure the Au paste.
The pellets were then air quenched to room temperature from >700 �C
(to limit Hþ/Liþ exchange [61–63]).
2.4. Cell assembly

All cell tests were performed on a biologic SP50 instrument. Li|HEG|
Li symmetric cells were assembled in an Ar glove box. Pellets (~1 mm
thickness) were polished using silicon carbide sandpaper from 240 to
4000 grit, then lithium metal foil was applied to each side of the pellet.
The cell was then heated to 175 �C under a constant pressure for 1 h
using a steel 3-way G clamp (see SI) and were secured under light
pressure via hand tightening the clamp. The cell was subsequently
secured in a MTI split test cell. Cells were examined via impedance
spectroscopy before cell testing from 10 MHz to 0.1 Hz with a 20 mV
potential on a Solartron 1260 impedance analyser. These symmetric
cells were then cycled under constant current conditions at various
current densities to assess cycling stability at 30 �C in a Genlab classic
oven. Each cell cycle was 30 min (15 min each for Li stripping and
plating), with a 10 s rest in between. At the lowest current density (12.5
μA cm-2) the cell was cycled 200 times. At all other current densities
cells were cycled 300 times. The temperature was monitored addi-
tionally via a Fluke 51 II external thermocouple.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. X-ray diffraction

The PXRD patterns of HEG1 and HEG2 are available in Fig. 1 and both
were assumed to adopt the Ia 3 d type symmetry, although some small
peaks were present in the latter ~22 θ. This peak was not well resolved
and absent within HEG1, hence is ascribed to minor amounts of
unreacted Li2CO3. Therefore, both phases were assumed to be Ia 3 d. Both
systems demonstrate near phase pure symmetry, with some very minor
background peaks present especially in HEG2, see Fig. 1. These relate to
small Li–Ti–O and Li–Nb–O based impurities, however, when the mate-
rial was heated to densify the pellet, these were readily removed and
gave phase pure garnet material. This, therefore, indicates slightly longer
sintering times are required for the powder. See Fig. 2.

Rietveld refinements were based upon the structural model from
Hamao et al. (Ta-LLZO) [64]. The I4 3 d model from Wagner et al. was
also considered for the HEG2 pattern but the R factors were similar, so in
the final refinement the former model was used for both [24]. The sim-
ilarities in scattering factor on both the Ln site (La, Nd) and, for the most
part, the B site (Ti, Zr, Nb, Ta, Hf, Ce) preclude the possibility of refining
fractional occupancies. Although Ti and Ce are noticeable exclusions and
could be refined, the inability to assess which corresponding B site
element changes makes this impractical. Therefore, all elements were set
to their intended ratios and not refined further. An example refinement is
available in Fig. 3.

Lattice parameters for both systems were smaller than reports of other
cubic garnet systems, such as. Ga/Al-LLZO (~13 Å) or Ta-LLZO (~12.94
Å) This corresponds to Ln contraction arising from Nd substitution, see
Table 1. HEG2 has an especially high relative density (94%) which is
suspected to arise from the Ln contraction and the Ga dopant, as we have
shown prior [51]. This, therefore, confirms dopant property exploitation.
HEG1, however, is somewhat lower (88%). This could indicate that
density has increased with increased entropy, but perhaps is more likely
related to the Ta and/or Hf dopants in HEG2. A more accurate under-
standing of such complex systems will not be a trivial task and will
Fig. 1. PXRD patterns of HEG1 and HEG2, minor background impurities marked wit
sintering for 14h (rather than 12h). See SI. Both phases were indexed on Ia 3 d typ

3

require synchrotron-based techniques and/or neutron diffraction, to
more fully understand how substitution to this level affects the local
structure.

XRD of HEG2 in pelletised form confirmed annealing removed the
small impurities, as marked in Fig. 1. The XRD pattern showed formation
of a phase pure product, with Rietveld refinements showing a small in-
crease in lattice parameters to 12.8772(1) Å. Hence the minor back-
ground peaks are thought to relate to insufficient sintering time and
unreacted Li2CO3. This was confirmed when HEG2 was re-synthesised
and shown to require 14 h at 950 �C for phase purity, see SI. This is
somewhat surprising as even singularly doped garnets (such as Al-LLZO,
Ga-LLZO and Ta-LLZO) often suffer from synthesis strategies that require
multiple grinding and heat treatment steps. Whereas HEG1 and HEG2
were pure immediately and on the very first synthesis (and remained
easy to form upon repeat). It is, therefore, shown that compositional
complexity of the garnet system aids in synthesis, however, comes at the
cost of arduous weighing of the chemicals. Furthermore, with HEG1,
attempts were made to reduce Ga content to 0.15 pfu and so prepare
Ga0.2Li5.75La2.5Nd0.5Nb0.65Ce0.1Zr1Ti0.25O12 (HEG1A). This was unsuc-
cessful, showing multiple unknown impurities which were unable to be
removed by further regrinding and heating, see SI.
3.2. SEM/EDX

The phase pure powder and pellet were subsequently analysed via
SEM and EDX to assess elemental composition. Considering the similar-
ities between the two systems only the more complex of the two was
analysed, HEG2. The samples were analysed on a carbon tape in sec-
ondary electron mode (pellet), see Fig. 4. The EDX shows a mostly ho-
mogenous elemental distribution, with all elements detected (excluding
Li) across the analysed sample. The EDX data suggests some areas of
increased Ga concentration, which is in line with our own work on
Ga0.2Li6.4Nd3Zr2O12 [20,51], indicating further dopant exploitation will
be achieved when assessed in symmetry cell format (see later) [52,65].
Outside of this, no Al contamination from the Al2O3 crucible was
detected, despite no protection during sintering. Back scattered electron
h stars and relate to Li based impurities which were removed upon annealing or
e symmetry.



Fig. 2. PXRD pattern HEG2 post pellet densification at 1150 �C, showing removal of minor impurities the phase was indexed on Ia 3 d type symmetry and had a small
lattice parameter increase when compared Fig. 1. Although an additional peak remains which could indicate I4 3 d type symmetry refinements based on either crystal
system yield highly similar lattice parameters, hence only Ia3 d results were tabulated.

Fig. 3. Example Rietveld refinement of HEG2 based on the structural model of Ta-LLZO from Hamao et al. [64].
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Table 1
Rietveld refinement and impedance spectroscopy data. Conductivity values for
HEG1 take into consideration the additional grain boundary buried contribution.
Further information on the calculation of capacitance and fitted values can be
found in the SI.

Sample Lattice
parameters (Å)

σtotal (mS
cm-1)

Cbulk (F/
cm)

εr Cgb(F/
cm)

ρrel
(%)

HEG1 12.8624(2) 0.1 5.2 � 10-
12

59 8.5 �
10-8

88

HEG2 12.8720(3) 0.2 4.7 � 10-
12

53 – 94

Fig. 4. SEM and EDX of HEG2 pellet surface, showing a relatively homogenous elem
particularly Ga.

M.P. Stockham et al. Journal of Solid State Chemistry 308 (2022) 122944
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images and EDX images of the powder are available in the SI, these show
more prominent Ga dopant exsolution.
3.3. Impedance spectroscopy

HEG1 and HEG2 were Au Sputtered and analysed via impedance
spectroscopy at room temperature (25 �C) to assess conductivity. Nyquist
impedance plots for both samples are shown in Fig. 5a and b. For the less
dense HEG1 (Fig. 5a) a clear bulk response is present, however there is a
partially buried second response, likely relating to the grain boundary
resistance. This is evidenced by the equivalent circuit, which required
ental distribution of HEG2 with some areas of higher elemental concentrations,



Fig. 5a. HEG1 Nyquist plot at 25 �C demonstrating buried grain boundary contribution. This was fit to the equivalent circuit in the top left.

Fig. 5b. HEG2 Nyquist plot at 26 �C demonstrating buried grain boundary contribution. This was fit to the equivalent circuit in the top left and demonstrated
overlapping bulk and grain boundary responses.

M.P. Stockham et al. Journal of Solid State Chemistry 308 (2022) 122944
two parallel R/CPE components (connected in series) to accuratelymodel
the system. The denser HEG2 system, by comparison, did not demon-
strate any additional contributions, instead fitting to a single R/CPE
component in parallel, which corresponds to overlapping bulk/grain
boundary contributions, see Fig. 5b. The tail corresponds to the Li
transfer resistance at the sample/electrode interface. This arises from the
Au which blocks Li diffusion and corresponds to capacitive behaviour
due to the formation of space-charge layers. The inductive element is
present due to limitations of the setup and has been noted elsewhere in
the high frequency range with SSEs [27].
6

The presence of an additional buried contribution is clearer when the
phase angle plots are considered, see Fig. 6a and b. In the high frequency
range of both HEG1 and HEG2 a phase angle ~85� is present, which
resembles the capacitive behaviour expected within this region (where
ideal is 90�). However, a considerably different response is observed in
the medium frequency range for HEG1, which has a phase angle of ~65�.
This indicates a significant deviance from the expected capacitive
behaviour and further indicates a partially buried contribution within the
Nyquist plot. These observations are supported further by the spectro-
scopic C plot. For both phases high frequency plateaus are present with



Fig. 6a. Bode plot showing the dependence of phase angle of the two systems, with HEG1 showing considerably difference in the mid-frequency region corresponding
to the additional grain boundary response.

Fig. 6b. Spectroscopic C plot showing high frequency plateaus which in the pF cm-1 range which correspond to a bulk oxide response. HEG1 shows additional features
~1000Hz relating the grain boundary component.

M.P. Stockham et al. Journal of Solid State Chemistry 308 (2022) 122944
capacitance values in the pF cm-1 range. This gives dielectric constants
between 50 and 60 (based upon the permittivity of free space of 8.854 �
10-14 F cm-1). Hence the capacitance values and dielectric constants
correspond to the range expected for bulk oxide responses, see Fig. 6 and
7

Table 1 [27,58,66]. HEG1, however, has an additional contribution in the
mid frequency region giving capacitance values in ~10-8 F cm-1 range,
indicating a grain boundary response. Therefore, the well resolved
semi-circle for HEG1 in Fig. 5a likely corresponds to the bulk response
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(0.2 mS cm-1), with the buried contribution being the grain boundary.
Therefore, total system conductivity of HEG1 is ~0.1 mS cm-1, see
Table 1 and SI for fitted values. The presence of the grain boundary
contribution on Fig. 5a is attributed to the decreased density of HEG1
(88%) compared to HEG2 (94%).

The conductivity of both phases falls with ~10-4 s cm-1, with HEG2
being slightly better at 0.2 mS cm-1. These are impressive values
considering there is only Li5.75 pfu. Such results are greater than many
other, similar, systems and is on par with lithium garnets with larger unit
cells and more Li content thus further supporting the favourable prop-
erties of increased entropy [27,67–71].

HEG2 was noticeably denser than HEG1, and thus more conductive,
hence was analysed further via variable temperature measurements
(26–117 �C) to assess activation energy, see Fig. 7. In this case the pellet
was painted with Au paste and Au wires attached, as per the methods
section. The expected linear dependence was observed and corresponded
to a calculated activation energy of 0.33 eV. This is similar to other
garnets, therefore indicating the high entropy approach does not alter
activation energies. This suggests the hopping pathway is independent of
entropic contributions arising from extrinsic defects. Total system con-
ductivity at 103 �C was 3 mS cm-1.

3.4. Symmetrical cell testing

HEG2, being thehigherperforming system,was subsequently analysed
in symmetrical cell form,firstly to analyse the interfacial resistance then to
assess galvanostatic lithium plating and stripping stability. Post cell as-
sembly they were analysed via impedance spectroscopy at 20 and 30 �C.
The associated Nyquist plot is shown in Fig. 8. The area specific resistance
(ASR) forHEG2was 244Ω cm2 at 20 �C (144Ω cm2 at 30 �C). These values
are lower than our prior reports for Ce-doped LLZO, which suggested
partial interfacial Ce reduction led to ASRs of 380 Ω cm2, but higher than
Ga0.2Li6.4Nd3Zr2O12 (67 Ω cm2 at room temperature). This may indicate
the reduction of ASRwithCe is being enhanced via theGa andNddopants.

The HEG2 symmetric cell was, subsequently, subjected to lithium
stripping and plating at 30 �C to assess cycling stability at different
Fig. 7. Arrhenius plot for HEG2 from 26 to 117 �C. Plots show a linea
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current densities, see Fig. 9. HEG2 showed excellent cycling stability with
mostly stable voltage profiles over an extended period up to at least 150
μA cm-2. Although some variations in voltage at 150 μA cm-2 are present,
no large drop in voltage is observed indicative of a short circuit. This
shows the HE approach does not compromise the cycling stability of the
lithium garnet materials. Furthermore, we reported previously that
Ga0.2Li6.4Nd3Zr2O12 forms a short circuit at 50 μA cm-2 but enables low
ASR values (67 Ω cm2) and a high (94%) density. However the strategic
use of Ga (0.2 pfu) and a smaller amount of Nd (0.5 pfu) in HEG2 has
enabled much higher current densities while maintaining the favourably
high densification and reduction in ASR values previously reported for
Ga0.2Li6.4Nd3Zr2O12, however does so at the cost of Li content due to Li
site substitution with Ga and maintaining of charge neutrality [65].

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have shown that lithium garnet materials are very
flexible to multi-site dopant strategies, with such dopants enabling
relatively easy synthesis despite the elemental complexities involved. We
have shown that Li garnet materials can not only handle multiple site
substitution simultaneously, but that these sites can also handle several
elements at the same time. Although this system is time consuming to
weigh out stoichiometrically, the decreased dependency upon a single
element could also be economically beneficial. It was also shown that the
increased complexity of the garnet system aids in forming of the pure
phase, with HEG1 and HEG2 consistently requiring no additional heating
steps. It would be of interest to lessen the number of dopants to see if a
lower limit can be reached which still enabled such consistency. It would
also be of interest to employ more Ln site dopants, such as Ba or Sr to see
what properties could be gained from complex Ln site substitution (in
addition to increased Li content). An argument arises that Ta and Nb
content could be much reduced (therefore increasing Li content) and
replaced with increased Ti, as reports suggest dendritic suppression with
this dopant [50] whereas use of Fe (on the Li site) has also been shown to
alter the garnet symmetry to I4 3 d. The use of multiple high entropy
approaches to produce graded/layered garnet phases, which enable
r dependence and correspond to an activation energy of 0.33 eV.



Fig. 8. Li/HEG2/Li symmetrical cell impedance plots at 20 and 30 �C, where the ASR is 224 and 144 Ω cm2 respectively. Plots are scaled representative the area
between the garnet and Li metal, therefore are in ohm cm2, however conductivity values are similar to what is seen in Fig. 5b.

Fig. 9. Li/HEG2/Li symmetrical cell under galvanostatic cycling at 30 �C, indicating mostly flat voltage profiles and excellent cycling stability at several cur-
rent densities.
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different properties at the electrode interface (such as a low ASR) could
be a possibility, as would an investigation to see if the high entropy
approach is beneficial to use in thin films.

Much work is needed to understand this class of lithium garnets. This
cannot be done easily, as the multi-element approach will make dis-
tinguishing of structural information a non-trivial task. However, the
primary purpose of this work was to demonstrate the possibility of high
entropy garnet systems and to push the understanding of the composi-
tional flexibility of these materials. We have additionally shown that
9

these systems show very good conductivity when compared with other
garnets with increased Li content and larger lattice parameters. It was
also shown that HEGs can exploit a variety of individual dopant prop-
erties simultaneously, opening new pathways toward solid state elec-
trolyte engineering.

It is hoped that the exploitation of entropy will enable both better
performing materials and provide the basis for more adventurous
element combinations. This will allow exploitation of numerous dopants
simultaneously, whereupon many are reported to enhance a singular
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property (e.g. conductivity, density, interfacial resistance) yet are sel-
domly used in conjunction. Although the limits of the garnet system have
been tested, they have by no means been found. Therefore, there is little
reason why further substitution with elements such as Pr, Zn, Ge, Sn, W,
Y, Sr and so forth cannot also be considered, with such a strategy possibly
being exploited to engineer these materials to achieve optimal
performance.
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